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Band spooler HSP-FD21 PRECISION BAND SPOOLER with Dancer, for Layer - Layer Spooling

- Material          :   steel strip, cold-rolled sheet as cut strip in coils.  

- Width of strip                  : min 7.50 mm - max. 55,00 mm 
- Strip cross section            : min. 2,00 mm² -max. 60,00 mm²
- Reference dimensions          : 3,125 x12; 1,50 x 40; 3,00 x 15 mm 

- Bale fastening straps: 

- Bale fastening strap weight : max. 1.200 kg 
- Outside diameter        : max. 1.150 mm 
- Inside diameter                : 400 mm 
- Bale width                    : max. 250 mm 

- Driven  Spooler 

- Type of drive                : three-phase gear motor 
- Drive control                  : by means of frequency converter 
- Drive rating               : approx. 18 kW 
- Precision laying               : for layer - layer - spooling 
- Layer-layer drive                  : highly dynamical servomotor controlled through 

transistor controlling device in 4 - Q-technique, 
incl. complete positioning system, alternating 
control at the spool flanges 

- Lay control                         : lay controller with function cancellation for circular coiled strips 
manufacturing 

- Modes of operation 

- Mode of operation with dancer / without dancer 
- with dancer via speed control 
- without dancer via tension regulation 
- package control either by preset weight, a preset length or a preset circular diameter. 
- Automatic shut off at end of strip  

Dancer controlling device 

The dancer has been designed as supported oscillating arm with final position brake on both sides. The pneumatically 
actuated feed will be realized by means of precision fine feed pressure controller. The oscillation deflection is approx. 200 
mm so that the band controlling length is approx. 400 mm. The final position monitoring comprises the strip 
brake monitoring. All the function blocks and transducers for the center point regulation are considered in the controls. The 
same goes for detecting the operating speed. The dancer rollers have a diameter of 250 mm. They are of aluminum and 
coated with zirconium oxide. 

Design characteristics 

The machine housing consists of a solid, ribbed steel weldment designed for precise take-up operations. The profiled 
material will be taken-up, in horizontal position, onto the spool and ,by means of hydraulically actuated expanding mandrel, 
which exerts  tension in order to hold and take-up the material during operation.
The spool has been designed to take-up strip profiles. It  consists of a stationary rear flange to which the spool core 
segments are mounted. A special prismatic design of the spool core segments, cause the core to contract in order to 
release the coil. Special slots and respective channels in the flanges and the core segments enable strapping of the coil on 
the spool. For layer – layer winding the Spooler Take-up prescribes an oscillating motion.   


